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Before any good model comes a formulation of the problem

◼ What is the risk assessment question?

 Preserve function and fertility of agricultural soils or just preserve biodiversity per see?

◼ What to model?

 Soil biodiversity – operational definition needed

◼ What are the key drivers of soil biodiversity in agricultural systems and how do the interact?

 What do we know about them and how they affect biodiversity?

 How does farming activities affect soil biodiversity?
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What are globally the main threats to biodiversity in agricultural soils?
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◼ Erosion of agricultural soils:

 Less soil, less for the organisms to live in

 Drives further habitat loss (farmers move on to unfarmed land)

 Eroded soil often end up in other habitats (e.g. waterbodies) where it causes 

other problems

 More acute in the tropics than Europe 

 But Southern Europe also affected

◼ Conversion of new land to farming (habitat loss)

◼ Soil degradation

 Harvest without replacing organic matter content reduces organic matter 

 Tillage speeds up soil metabolism and also reduces organic matter

 Contributes to use of artificial fertilisers and irrigation, which carries risk of 

salinization

◼ However the topic for this workshop are the risks from pesticide and 

chemicals….. Kaiser 2014

Pimentel 

& 

Burgess 

2013
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Soil biodiversity

◼ Soil biodiversity 

 “Soil communities are extremely complex and diverse, 

with millions of species and billions of individual 

organisms being found within a single Ecosystem

 “Our understanding of this hidden biodiversity is limited, 

at least compared to what is known about aboveground 

diversity.”

Bardgett & Putten 2014

 Agricultural soils have seasonal patterns that are highly 

complex and so does the community(ies) of soil 

organisms in them

◼ It’s complicated!

Bardgett & Putten 2014 doi:10.1038/nature13855
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Modelling biodiversity
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◼ Model types

 Mechanistic modelling 

● TKTD

● Population models

● Community models

● Ecosystem models 

 Artificial intelligence

 Empirical models (statistical modelling)
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How to model biodiversity (full communities)
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◼ “Classic” Mechanistic modelling of all species in communities not 

(yet) possible because limited knowledge of species, food webs 

and interactions with micro-environment

◼ Artificial Intelligence aka machine learning

 Neural network type approaches: 

● Data hungry

● Resulting model mainly a black box – probably not suitable 

for regulatory use where transparency is key

 Logic-Based Machine Learning

● Produce testable hypotheses

● Transparent 
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Artificial intelligence

◼ Inductive logic programming

 Fascinating work coming out of 

collaborations between ecologists 

(Guy Woodward and David Bohan) 

and Prof Stephen Muggleton’s

artificial intelligence group at Imperial 

College 

e29028
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NTA example of artificial intelligence 
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◼ UK farm scale evolutions data

 Vortis and pitfall traps

◼ Used Inductive logic programming (ILP) 

and abductive ILP (A/ILP)

 Pilot did manual validation and 

experiments to confirm new 

relationships

 Scaled up and used text mining and 

artificial intelligence to validate models

◼ Has also been used for aquatic food 

webs  

◼ But data identified to species – this would 

not be possible for soil communities
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Modelling the community

◼ Establishing the food web 

 Not easy when even the species are poorly described

 New(ish) DNA techniques can help describing 

biodiversity

◼ Combine with machine learning approaches

◼ Fascinating and promising area of hot research but not yet 

ready for regulatory use
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Alternative: mechanistic modelling of keystone species
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◼ Population modelling

◼ Keystone species

 Species playing a critical role in maintaining the structure of an ecological community, affecting 

many other organisms in an ecosystem and helping to determine the types and numbers of 

various other species in the community (Wikipedia)

◼ Earthworms are probably the most important ecosystem engineers
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Earthworms and agriculture

◼ Review by Johnston 2019

◼ Mixed pattern

 Effects on earthworms depends on farming type and on 

earthworm ecological group
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Earthworm models – the Johnston models
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◼ Energy–Environment–Earthworm (EEEworm) model

 Energy budget

 Ecotox (effects)

 Movement

 Dynamic environment
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The Johnston models
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◼ The energy budget

 Standard species (Eisenia fetida)
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The Johnston models
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◼ Movement (endogeic Aporrectodea caliginosa)

◼ Environmental conditions & movement

 Trade-off between moisture and energy content

 Validation of sub-model
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The Johnston models
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◼ Ecotox

 Uses standard ecotox 

data

 Validation of ecotox sub-

model
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The Johnston models
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◼ Going to the field

 Endogeic worm (A. caliginosa)

 Dynamic environment:

● Weather

● Soil profile

● Exposure profile

 Validation of full model

Control Toxic standard
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The Johnston models
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◼ Anecic worm: L. terrestris

◼ Other farming practices

 Ploughing & conservation tillage

◼ What data is needed to use EEEworm:

 Standard ecotox studies

 FOCUS GW exposure profiles 

 Validation: 

● Soil characteristics

● Local weather and farm management

Surface tilled Deep ploughed
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FORSEE workshop
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◼ Stakeholders and experts to discuss earthworm 

modelling (by invitation only)

Poster: FORESEE – A modular approach 

for the spatial and temporal explicit TKTD 

modelling of earthworms

Presentation ID: P09
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Collembola
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◼ A similar approach as for earthworms can be used for 

Collembola

 Meli et al. collembola model

 Spatial heterogeneity of exposure (horizontal)

 Movement and avoidance
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Empirical modelling  - statistics
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◼ Analysing studies with high biodiversity needs statistical models suitable for community analysis

 Low counts of individual species poses other challenges

 Generally, univariate analysis not the most appropriate method

 Poster 16: Statistical challenges and potential solutions for the analyses of field studies 

with high biodiversity. Tobias Pamminger.

◼ Field studies with collembola:

 Poster 15: Investigating the impact of insecticides on soil mesofauna abundance and 

biodiversity and its impacts on organic matter break down in arable fields. Tobias 

Pamminger.
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Conclusions
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1. Soil biodiversity is high, but poorly described

2. Main threat soil erosion

 Techniques that limit erosion and degradation of soils is crucial (e.g. conservation tillage)

3. Modelling of the community would need novel modelling methods

4. Good mechanistic models available for major keystone species

 Earthworm models can be used using standard ecotox and exposure data

5. Statistical analysis of communities need appropriate methods




